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About This Game
Endless Combat, is a team based game which is about fighting as characters with unique skills, the game also contains free for
all mode; We used UNREAL ENGINE 4 game engine to create a better network system,effects and maps.
We have 7 characters available to play.
You can create lobby and play with your friends or join somebodies lobby and hangout with them.

Character List and Skills
Gunlisher - Invisibility
Gunlisher Girl - Invisibility
Sniper Girl - Super Speed
Assault Girl - Super Punch
Shotgunner - Ground Attack
Soldier - N/A
QuickScoper - Immortality
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About Game Development
Endless Combat created by indie game studio Fatalitech and our first game.
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Title: Endless Combat
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
Fatalitech
Publisher:
Fatalitech
Release Date: 12 Nov, 2017
b4d347fde0
Minimum:
Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system
OS: Windows 7 , 8 , 8.1 , 10 (32-64 Bit)
Processor: 2 Ghz Dual Core 64 Bit CPU
Memory: 2 GB RAM
Graphics: NVIDIA GT 930 or better, ATI HD 3850
DirectX: Version 9.0
Network: Broadband Internet connection
Storage: 3 GB available space

English,Turkish,German
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Hunting unlimited 2010 is a good game for $10.
I am not really a great fan of hunting games or games like that but i had it in the past on disk before i started racing so i thought
lets take a trip down memory lane and bought the game.
The graphics are better than i remembered,they are not to bad,but the animals run around in circles most of the time,when i got
the game i was hopping they would have updated it for the steam edition,but no such luck.
You can drive a horse and ATV in this game,the driving physics for the ATV are horrible,but its a hunting game not driving
simulator.
You can hunt in all hunting conditions and the locations and firearms are plenty.
I definitly recomend this game,it has never crashed on me it could be more realistic when the person dies,that sound a bit bad
but when u die in the game the screen just goes red.
I dont have any thing bad to say about the game,i definatly recommend.. A few stand-out tracks that really lit up certain scenes
in the game. For me, this purchase was worth it for "Revelations" alone.. I've been playing the Terra Mystica board game for a
few years and I love this online version. The AI is indeed easy, but I'm only a moderate player so it feels good to win for a
change (sometimes only just; it's usually a nail-biter).
Be warned though; if you've never played the board game you'll probably find it a confusing experience. The tutorial is pretty
basic and I couldn't finish it due to an interface glitch. The PDF didn't fill in all the gaps and I had to Google what some of the
interface elements meant. An in-game Help screen would have been handy.
Apart from a few niggles, the user interface does an admirable job of putting the sprawling board layout onto a screen. I play on
the TV in my lounge so I appreciate that they didn't condense everything into one display area and opted for multiple screens.
The graphics are faithful to the board game, and the theme music for the factions is atmospheric and non-obtrusive.
It only has two maps and the basic races, but it does have some of the mini-expansion tiles and scrolls, which has been a pleasant
novelty for me. I'm definitely going to buy the expansion. Hopefully, it will have extra maps as well as the new races and a more
challenging AI.. This game perfectly captures the slowly building atmosphere I love in thriller games, I have never played the
original but so far, (just starting day 3) I can see why this series was loved by many. This game has so far built this uneasy tense
atmosphere wherever you walk, nothing seems quite right and you don't know who to believe. You slowly see more and more
evidence of "yep, this ain't right...\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 boutta go down" which is awesome, another recent game
that did this was call of cthulu where you could witness the townsfolk go mad over time, I loved that, and this game seems to be
doing this with the slow introduction of the plague.
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This game is very heavily narrative driven, if you aren't up for walking simulator-esque games then maybe give it a miss, a lot of
walking is involved here. So far, what I have found interesting is the large amount of little side stories you can choose to follow
or not (since you have limited time, you won't do them all) and watching how these stories affect your actions later on.
If you are expecting a game where you can go in and just murder everyone in sight, also probably not your game...at least as far
as I am in game, fighting is highly not recommended as this destroys your reputation around the town which makes key
elements such as bartering very hard.
I am a fan of the game's atmospheric SFX as you traverse through different zones too, it really adds to the atmosphere that the
dark, drab and depressing environment is creating, as you cross through crumbling streets and decaying land surrounding the
town.
I should also mention, this game is no walk in the park (although you may walk in the town's parks if you wish) as hunger, thirst,
energy and health all come into play here, which will have you scavenging and looting without mercy. You are also on a time
limit, needing to finish your tasks up before your 12 days are up. You will find that at the start of the game, and most likely
further on as the plague hits, combat is a major element, however in the first act you will need to be using your wits and stealth
rather than actually fighting, as mentioned, this will annihilate your reputation in the town, and also, at the start of the game, the
townsfolk will beat you to a bloody pulp. Do not worry, this is only temporary, however I am sure this may come into play again
later in the game.
Overall, this game is perfect for anyone looking for a thriller that will keep them on their toes, not knowing who to trust or what
actions to take. I don't recommend this to anyone looking for a thriller\/horror where you will be fighting and slashing your way
through, or anyone who is expecting to jump straight into the meat of the game.. Man, I remember so many late nights playing
this game. Was a shot load of fun, esp when I would fly drones over a sniper and detonate right behind them. So sad this entire
company collapsed.
I recently managed to locate the dedicated server files and was thinking about putting up a server and hopefully finding maybe
10 or more people who would want a weekly game night for FFOW. I dont even see any dedicated servers available for rent
anymore so I doubt anyone plays much.
Any interest? Hit me up on steam.
BEWARE if you are buying this game: I remember single player was fun but there is NO multiplayer. You can start a LAN
game but there are NO BOTS to play against. So you better have friends pleb.. I love this, gfx are done well, reminds me of an
old arcade shooter, except you in space, no floor, and remote controlling a fighter ship.. Easy-to-use tools make for a much
faster workflow than the traditional brute-force method of doing things. Gone are the days of manually rigging skeletal
animation in Flash and exporting it frame-by-frame--this is the way of the future.
The interface is a little overwhelming at first but this only stands as testament to the program's power. If you can navigate
Photoshop or a recent version of Blender, you can probably grasp this tool very quickly.. well after a friend said they are having
problems with this unit and reading the comments on here i had to test this out i've owned this dlc for over a year now re
installed around 8 months ago due to new system recieved all current updates from steam took this out for a ride on the
edinburgh to glasgow route on a quick drive and used one of the default liverys i used high settings with and without the
dymanic setting and gladly haven't found a problem with it i do believe it is a bit tempermental in scenarios but that usaully if
you've not got all the necesary dlc and using a livery added from a third party like uk train sim for example, this game really
does need a high end processor over 3ghz intel or 4ghz amd and graphics card i recommend one of the more expensive Nvidia
graphics cards i am talking like over the \u00a3100 mark, also i meant to say that you need to make up this two carriage unit
you need to make sure you use DMS then DMSL of the same livery then flip around so that the cabs at the back go to quick
drive click on train then custom click confim and wait for all the stock to load up to do this hope this helps.. broken,
unbalanced, totally \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 clicker with no effort.
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NOTE: For review with screenshots, please visit http://microfloppy.net/2014/07/11/reach-for-the-sun/
I have spend this Friday evening playing Reach for the Sun. I usually like simulators and calm, “cosy” games so I thought that
Reach of the Sun might suit me. And yes, I got some entertainment out of it but unfortunately not more than that. You can tell
that the game is made to educate and that a skilled gamer is not the target audience. After two hours I had played through the
game in its entirety and had nothing left to try.
The main purpose of the game is to teach the player about photosynthesis, pollination, and what the different parts of the plant
are used for. They have succeeded well in that perspective. Besides that, Reach for the Sun has a pleaseant appearance, a smooth
gameplay and nice ambient music. There are also two modes: Classic; where you click your way to resources as fast as you can,
and Strategy; which is turn based and thus works better for the players who need more time to read, think, and plan.
Worth to mention is that the game only has support for English in case you are considering buying it for a younger gamer.
The conclusion? Nothing for me, but maybe for younger players.
3/10 carbohydrates. Remember porn sites in the 90's? Remember the fun of trying to fire off some knuckle children while
closing all the pop-up windows? Welcome to Pornless 90's Porn Site Simulator 2018!!!
Seriously though. You close random blank pop-up windows, build up points, unlock achievements. Pointless, even for
achievement hunters like myself using an auto-clicker.. Not bad. Entertaining shooter with a semi-decent storyline. Though the
game starts pretty slow and average, it develops into something quite unique. Putting something as visually appealing as
'Bioshock Infinite' to the side, this game had some of the best 3D renderings I've ever seen with remarkable attention to detail.
The voice acting was shotty at best, but it was definately worth a playthrough if you're wanting something that feels old school,
but enough going for it to keep you playing til the end. B+. A Ghost Lolicon tries to ruin a yuri friendship xd. everything looks
great,gameplay great,its just that the riders' movements on replay look robotic unlike in motogp 17 everything looks smooth on
replay
Endless Combat 1.0.0.6 Update Notes:
-Fixed punching while reloading bug.
-Fixed punching while weapon switch bug.
-Fixed particle bug on shooting objects.
-Added steam achievement support.Now its working.
-Fixed some characters animation bugs.
-Improved network optimizations.
-Fixed mainmenu fps drops.
-Changed aim distance to standarts.
-Added in game voice chat. To use "T" key for push to talk.
-Added on settings mute all talkers button and unmute if you click again.
-Fixed chat window and messages.
-Added Windows 32 bit support.
>>>>>> On the future update <<<<<<<
-We will add database support,profile system,ranking,level,money and market system.
-We will add pve mode.. About Endless Combat:
We are currently hard working on Endless Combat Network Systems,Market System,New Character Systems,New Weapon
Systems,Login System,Server Systems.So be patient it will be great game after all of this done.
Thank you for patients...
BEST REGARDS...
Fatalitech Indie Game Studio. Endless Combat 1.0.0.5 Patch Notes:
- New map has arrived.(StorageArea)
- Character's hairs have new hair system
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- Added turn in place motions
- Fixed a lot of bugs
- We improved better optimizations. Steam Achievements:
Currently Steam Achievements Not Supported.We aware this issue.We will make working on future updates.. Endless Combat
1.0.0.7 Patch Notes:
-New achievements added.
-Loading screen added on create server.
-We optimize graphics on medium and low settings.
-Weapon bugs fixed.
-Improved network stability.
-We added spawn button for not spawning situation
-We fixed team scoreboard bug.
-Game mechanics are now more stabilize.. If Character Selection Part Broken:
Once you create a room or join the room you stuck at character selection system go back to main menu select languages button
and change languages then select your main language to play it will fix the problem.... About Endless Combat:
Hi Folks.I know you guys waited maybe too long but we are working too hard on this game.On this week we will bringing new
update to game.Here is the new features;
- New map arrived.(NightClub)
- Zombie mode added.
- Singleplayer zombie mode added.
- In-Game Trader market added.(You can sell your weapon-buy weapon-buy ammo) < Only In Zombie Mode.
Thats all the features.Hope you will like it.
BEST REGARDS.
Fatalitech Indie Game Developer Team...
. New Patch Notes:
-Added Kill Notification
-Fixed Soldier Ultimate
-Restored Hangar Map
-Added Secondary Weapon
-Added Fight Mode ( Press E to Kick)
. Endless Combat 1.0.0.8 Patch Notes:
-Fixed Team Selection Hud Bug.
-Improved Bullet Speeds.
-Removed Punch System.
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